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Abstract

We provide experimental evidence to assess whether pro-social leading is motivated by altru-

ism or by a less lofty desire to conform with expectations. The evidence from our experiment

indicates that many individuals’ pro-social leading may be driven by conformity to what they

imagine is expected of them by others. This is somewhat counterintuitive as the notion of

leadership seems to imply influencing others by surpassing expectations, not simply conform-

ing with them. But what we observe looks less like inspired boldness and more like stock

role-playing.
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In every day interactions, individuals find themselves in a position where their actions set an ex-

ample for others, such as when senior employees are asked to step forward first to participate in

collective activities, when older siblings are asked to play nicely for the younger children to see,

or when organizations ask individuals to become ‘influencers’ by posting on social media that

they voted or donated blood. Individuals in these situations sometimes seem to lead: to act more

pro-socially since they are in a position to influence others to do the same. We refer to this type

of leadership as giving extra, as opposed to seeking primacy, which is when individuals look for

situations when their action can influence others, such as the employees volunteering to go first

in the collective activities.1 Both types of pro-social leading are often explained as motivated by

altruism (Gächter et al., 2012; Karlan and McConnell, 2014; Jack and Recalde, 2015; Karlan and

List, 2018). Another motivation commonly used to explain pro-sociality more generally is a social

image concern (Bénabou and Tirole, 2006).

In this paper we investigate a third possible motivation for pro-social leading that has received

far less attention to date: the desire to conform with social expectations, or what individuals believe

is the expected behavior in a given situation. To explain our agenda more concretely, suppose an

individual is taking an action that benefits a welfare-enhancing cause (e.g. by donating time or

money to a charity). She may lead by seeking primacy or giving extra, and her leadership may be

motivated by a desire to help the cause (an altruistic concern), by a desire to be well-regarded by

others (an image concern), or by a desire to go along with what she thinks others expect of her (a

social expectations concern). We present the results of an experiment that distinguishes between

the altruistic and the social expectations concerns to lead, while minimizing and holding fixed the

image concern. This paper is the first, we think, to explore the role that social expectations might

play in pro-social leading.

Research on pro-social behavior has revealed that social expectations matter a great deal in

general. People tend to behave in pro-social ways when they think it is expected by others, even

1An alternative way to define leadership would be in terms of whether a first-mover’s action has an impact on
second-movers’ actions. In this paper we focus on leadership defined as giving extra or seeking primacy, since this
allows us to study the motivation for leadership independently of the impact it has.
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when the behavior is anonymous (Dana et al., 2006; DellaVigna et al., 2012). Although social

expectations may be driven by suitably-defined image concerns (e.g. Bigenho and Martinez, 2019),

social expectations concerns differ conceptually from image concerns. A distinguishing feature

of social expectations concerns is reluctance. When individuals act out of social expectations

concerns, they are trying to avoid the cost of not living up to those expectations. Then, if they

chose an action only out of social expectations concerns, they will do so reluctantly, taking the

action back if they can do so without disappointing social expectations. In contrast, an individual

who enjoys recognition—as they typically are assumed to do with image concerns—would not

choose a public action reluctantly.

We provide experimental evidence to show that, in fact, many individuals give extra and seek

primacy in order to satisfy social expectations concerns, drawn to leading more pro-socially than

they otherwise would simply in order to conform with what they imagine is expected of them by

others. According to our results, pro-social leaders are more ordinary than typically imagined—

neither more heroically altruistic, nor more ambitiously self-promoting. Being placed in a position

of leadership creates a distinct set of social expectations that shape behavior. When put in a situ-

ation to lead, leading becomes a social obligation they perform. Viewing pro-social leadership in

this light helps in the design of policies to increase this type of leadership, and to better understand

its welfare implications.

We find evidence of reluctance among those who give extra: these individuals reluctantly act

more ‘leader-like’ when put in a position to lead. Among those who do not give extra, we also find

evidence for social expectations concerns: they are more likely to seek primacy if their contribution

is at least as high as what they think is socially expected.

We present the results of a laboratory experiment where subjects make a contribution choice

in a leadership contingency—one which can influence a second-mover—and in a non-leadership

contingency—one which cannot influence a second-mover. This use of the strategy method lets

us measure whether subjects lead by giving extra: whether they contribute more in the leadership
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contingency than in the non-leadership contingency.2 Subjects know that only one of their two

choices will be implemented. As we are interested in whether there is reluctance in giving extra, we

want subjects to have an opportunity to take back this type of leading. Relatedly, we are interested

in measuring whether subjects lead by seeking primacy. In order to achieve these objectives, we

allow subjects in their third choice to affect the probability of implementing either of their first

two choices. We say that a subject takes back leading if a subject gives extra and then does

not seek primacy—that is, if after giving extra she increases the probability of implementing the

decision made in the non-leadership contingency. Note that to isolate the motivation for leading,

the strategic interaction is kept deliberately sparse: subjects are anonymous and do not learn what

their second-movers contributed. The design abstracts from image concerns not only because of

anonymity. Image concerns are also kept constant, in the sense that first-movers know that their

contribution, in whichever contingency is implemented, will eventually be seen by their second-

mover.

After first-movers made their contribution decisions, we incentivized them to guess how much

first-movers and second-movers contributed. We then incentivized them to guess what others had

guessed. Our measurement of social expectations comes from this elicitation of beliefs over others’

beliefs.

Although most subjects do not lead by giving extra, we do find evidence of this type of lead-

ership in our anonymous setting. A sizable minority of subjects (22%) contribute more when in a

leadership contingency, contributing an extra 2.5 dollars. Among subjects who led by giving extra,

80% took back leading. We interpret this as evidence that social expectations concerns motivate

giving extra. In fact, while this pattern of behavior may be consistent with altruism under certain

beliefs, the beliefs we measured are inconsistent with this motivation, but are consistent with social

expectations concerns.

First-movers who contributed the same amount in both contingencies used their third decision

2The definition allows us to separate the study of leadership from reputational considerations. Pro-social leading
often involves a publicly observed individual taking an action before others take action. However, the observability of
the individual is not essential to influence others, so it is not included in our definition of leadership.
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to seek primacy, but only if their contribution was large. While only 29% of the bottom tercile

of contributors seek primacy, 73% of the top tercile seeks primacy. Although this behavior is in

principle consistent with altruism, elicited beliefs again do not support this interpretation, and are

consistent with social expectations concerns.

Related literature. Karlan and McConnell (2014) is the closest work to ours. In the experi-

ment they randomly assign subjects to a condition in which their contributions, publicly displayed,

can have an influence on subsequent contributions by others. They compare contributions in this

condition with those made by subjects under the understanding that their gifts will only be made

public after others have also made their contribution decisions. They find no evidence for leading

by giving extra. However, they do find that contributions in these two conditions are higher than

private contributions. Based upon this they conclude that the promise of public recognition for

contributing increases charitable gifts simply because people want to improve their social image,

and not by an altruistic desire to influence others.

In contrast to their work, we do find evidence for leading by giving extra, and study the motiva-

tion behind this behavior. Our studies differ in some key aspects which may explain the contrasting

findings. First, subjects in their design knew others would see everyone’s first-mover contribution.

This creates a free-rider problem, since with more first-movers, a single first-mover’s contribution

becomes a smaller proportion of the contributions second-movers observe. Second, first-mover’s

names were posted alongside their contribution, so social image concerns may have crowded out an

already-diluted motivation to lead. Third, we conduct a within-subjects comparison of decisions

that can and cannot influence others, while Karlan and McConnell (2014) conduct a between-

subjects comparison. A between-subjects design may make it more difficult to find an effect. Our

within-subjects design further allows us to test for each subject’s motivation for giving extra.

Other papers also make inferences about first-movers’ motivation to give extra, by comparing

what they contribute as first-movers with what they contribute as second-movers (e.g. Arbak and

Villeval, 2013; d’Adda, 2017), or with what they contribute in private Jack and Recalde (2015).

We believe neither of these are ideal counterfactuals: subjects in a position of second-movers may
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be influenced by what the first-mover does, while private contributions do not hold the visibility of

the first-mover’s action constant (as done in our design and in Karlan and McConnell, 2014).

Our work differs from past papers in combining a within-subject design with the elicitation of

beliefs and beliefs over beliefs to infer first-movers’ preferences. Gächter et al. (2012) also elicited

beliefs, finding that first-movers contribute more when they expect others to respond positively to

their contribution. However, the impact of a higher slope of response on altruistic first-movers’

contributions is ambiguous: a higher slope has an income effect and a substitution effect which

may go in different directions.

In contrast to Gächter et al. (2012), we develop in Section 1 a test of altruism in giving extra

which relies on how the first-movers believe the second-mover’s level of contribution changes

between the leadership and non-leadership contingencies. We further use elicited beliefs to test

for the motivation behind seeking primacy. Moreover, although there is some work on seeking

primacy (Potters et al., 2005; Rivas and Sutter, 2011; Arbak and Villeval, 2013), our design is the

first to consider the role of social expectations.

In our experiment, as in charitable contributions in most natural settings, first-movers receive

no material rewards from pro-social leading. Many public goods experiments provide material

rewards to a first-mover who can influence others to contribute (e.g. Güth et al., 2007; Komai and

Grossman, 2009; Levy et al., 2011; Bracha et al., 2011; d’Adda, 2017; Frackenpohl et al., 2016;

Brandts et al., 2016). In these settings, successful leading implies that first-movers receive benefits

from others’ public goods contributions, and therefore altruism and selfishness are confounded.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 outlines the experimental design and provides

testable hypotheses. Section 2 presents the results. Section 3 concludes.
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1 Experiment Design, Hypotheses and Procedure

1.1 Experimental Design

In this section we describe the experimental design, in which subjects face sequential choices

about contributions to a charity. We assign subjects to be either a first-mover who makes a choice

that is potentially observable by a second-mover. For clarity of exposition, we will refer to the

first-movers in the female gender, and to the second-movers in the male gender.

The basic design is the following. First-movers make a contribution decision which will be

seen by a second-mover before he makes his own contribution decision. First-movers also make a

contribution decision which will be seen by a second-mover after he makes his own contribution

decision. Only one of the first-mover’s decisions, along with the timing of what the second-mover

sees, will be implemented. The first-mover’s third decision affects the probability of implemen-

tation. We also elicit the first-mover’s beliefs over what second-movers and first-movers do, and

over what others believe second-movers and first-movers do.

We now present a more detailed description of the experimental design. A summary is provided

in Table 1.

Contribution decisions. Each first-mover makes three decisions about how to divide an en-

dowment of ten dollars between herself and a charity. Subjects learn about the first two decisions

simultaneously, and although they know there is a third decision, they do not know the details of

the third decision until they make their second decision. Although presented simultaneously, the

order in which they make the first two decisions was randomized. To eliminate the potential for

differences at margins, only one of these decisions (chosen at random) will be implemented for

each subject. The first two decisions are made in different contingencies. The two contingencies,

presented in Figure 1, are identical except in one key aspect. In both contingencies, the first-mover

must choose how to split the money between herself and the charity. A second-mover will be told

of one of the first-mover’s decisions, and will make his own decision about how to divide his en-

dowment. The only difference between the first-mover’s first and second contingency is the timing
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1. First-movers and second-movers arrive 20 minutes apart, are assigned to different rooms.

2. First-movers are randomly assigned a key with a number.

3. First-movers learn that they will make three decisions of how to divide 10 dollars between themselves and a
charity. Only one of the decisions will be implemented. The first two decisions will be made in the leadership
and non-leadership contingencies. (Figure 1)

(Although they learn about both decisions simultaneously, the order in which the first two decisions were made
was randomized. Subjects do not know what the third decision is at this point.)

4. First-movers make their first two decisions.

5. First-movers learn that in the third decision, they choose between replicating one of the two contingencies and
the decisions they made in it.

(The third decision then affects the probability of implementation of their decisions in either the leadership or
non-leadership contingencies.)

6. Second-movers make their contribution decisions in a contingency which depends on the first-mover’s decisions.

7. First-movers are incentivized to accurately guess how much first-movers contribute on average in each contin-
gency, and how much second-movers contribute (i) for every contribution of the first-mover in the leadership
contingency, and (ii) in the non-leadership contingency.

8. First-movers are incentivized to accurately guess how much others guessed in step 7.

9. First-movers answer demographic and personality questions.

10. First-movers take their payment from a locker in a private room, leave without interacting with second-movers.

Table 1: Timeline of the Experimental Procedure

of when the second-mover learns about what the first-mover chose to do. In one contingency, the

second-mover will be informed about what the first-mover has contributed before he makes his

own decision (we will call this the leadership contingency). In the alternative contingency, the

second-mover will only get the information after he has made his own decision (this we will call

the non-leadership contingency). In both cases, the second-mover is able to pass judgment on the

choice made by the first-mover. However, only in the leadership contingency can the first-mover

influence what the second-mover chooses to contribute.

The difference between what the first-mover contributes in the leadership versus the non-

leadership contingencies is our basic measure of whether there is leading by giving extra.

The design took several considerations into account to isolate the motivation for leading. To

minimize social image concerns and demand effects, the first-mover’s identity is not revealed to

the second-mover, the experimenter or the charity. To further avoid demand effects, we tried to use

value-neutral words in the instructions. For example, instead of ‘leadership’ and ‘non-leadership’
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First-mover
makes her choice

Period 1

Second-mover observes
first-mover’s contribution

Period 2

Second-mover
makes contribution

Period 3

No one has further
decisions to make

Period 4

Leadership Contingency

First-mover
makes her choice

Period 1

Second-mover
makes contribution

Period 2

No one has further
decisions to make

Period 3

Second-mover observes
first-mover’s contribution

Period 4

Non-Leadership Contingency

Figure 1: Timelines of Leadership and Non-Leadership Contingencies

contingencies (as we describe them in this paper), we referred to ‘Can consider’ and ‘Can’t con-

sider’ scenarios. We presented both contingencies simultaneously.3 Pilot sessions indicated that a

simultaneous display of the contingencies was important for comprehension. By presenting both

contingencies simultaneously, we addressed the further concern that if they made one decision

before observing the second contingency, the first decision would anchor the second one.

Up to this point, as we mentioned, even though subjects knew there would be a third decision

to divide ten dollars between themselves and the charity, they were not aware of further specifics

of this third decision.

In the third decision made by the first-mover, she must choose which of the first two decisions

she would like to replicate. That is, suppose she had originally decided to contribute x in the

leadership contingency, and y in the non-leadership contingency. Then in her third decision she

has two options: a leadership contingency in which she again contributes x, or a non-leadership

contingency in which she again contributes y. Since only one of the three decisions is implemented

with equal probability, the third decision then simply doubles the probability with which one of

her first two contingencies and decisions is implemented (from 1/3 to 2/3). We will refer to this

third decision as the replication decision.

3Presenting both contingencies simultaneously implies that we cannot compare in isolation the first decision of
subjects who are assigned a leadership contingency first and those who are assigned a non-leadership contingency first.
However, a between-subjects comparison would not have helped a main objective of the paper: to test for altruism and
social expectations concerns in leadership behavior. Our test requires observing the same first-movers’ decisions in
the leadership and non-leadership contingencies.
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The replication decision she makes reveals which contribution-contingency pair she prefers.

It allows us to measure whether subjects take back leading, as well as whether subjects lead by

seeking primacy.

Elicitation of beliefs. After these choices have been made, we ask the first-movers a series

of questions to elicit beliefs about others and measure social expectations, presented as ‘guessing

games’ (with $5 prizes for those who came closest to the correct answers). We asked each first-

mover to guess how much the average second-mover contributed to the charity in the leadership

contingency (a guess for each whole dollar amount between 0 and 10 dollars that the first-mover

would have contributed first) and in the non-leadership contingency (one amount to guess). After

this they were asked to guess how much the average first-mover contributed in the leadership and

non-leadership contingencies. To generate measures of social expectations, in the second guessing

game we asked each first-mover to guess the average of what others had guessed in each part of

the first guessing game. This is our measure of social expectations.4

Socio-demographics, personality, exit survey. After the guessing games, first-movers are asked

to answer socio-demographic questions, personality questions and an exit survey.

First-movers are not informed about any details about second-movers other than what we have

explained so far.

1.2 Hypotheses

Actions. We begin by stating hypotheses which focus on first-movers’ actions.

In order to study the motivation behind leading by giving extra, a necessary condition is for

leading by giving extra to exist. Our first hypothesis is therefore quite natural.

Hypothesis 1 (Leading by giving extra). A non-negligible percentage of first-movers lead by giving

4A similar procedure for eliciting second-order beliefs was implemented in Charness and Dufwenberg (2006). Our
methodology contrasts with that of Krupka and Weber (2013), who use coordination games to identify social norms.
Although the concept of social norms is sometimes used similarly to social expectations, their elicitation method may
capture something different than what we have in mind. For instance, subjects may coordinate on a response because
it is a salient number or because it is a fair allocation. By asking subjects to guess what others had already guessed,
we avoid multiple equilibria that may arise from a motivation to coordinate on the same guess, and the interpretation
of the answer is more straightforward.
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extra.

Despite the results of Karlan and McConnell (2014), who do not find evidence for leading by

giving extra, we believe leading by giving extra likely happens in some settings.

A complementary hypothesis to Hypothesis 1 is that leading by giving extra is more common

than anti-leading by giving less: contributing more in the non-leadership contingency than in the

leadership contingency. Anti-leading by giving less can be rationalized under altruism or by social

expectations concerns. An altruist may give less if she believed the second-mover contributed more

the less she herself contributed. An individual who cares about social expectations would give less

if social expectations for contributing in the non-leadership contingency are higher. However, we

believe anti-leading by giving less is not that common in practice.

Hypothesis 2 (More leading by giving extra than anti-leading by giving less). The proportion of

subjects who lead by giving extra is higher than the proportion of subjects who anti-lead by giving

less.

Hypothesis 1 and 2 follows from the assumption, common in the literature, that that giving

extra is altruistic in the sense that first-movers go out of their way to increase some public good.

Note that this is true whether we are using ‘altruism’ as an intrinsic preference to increase total

contributions or a desire to self-signal altruism, and we use the term to encompass both interpreta-

tions. We have already mentioned that beliefs can rationalize giving less under different underlying

preferences, and we will get to beliefs in short order. However, as discussed in the introduction,

the literature as a whole mostly emphasizes this interpretation of leading by giving extra.5 Under

this interpretation, the decision of whether or not to take back leading can be taken as prima facie

evidence to distinguish whether leading by giving extra is driven by altruism or social expectations

concerns: an altruist who gives extra to increase a public good would not take back leading.

Hypothesis 3a (Prima facie altruism in giving extra). Subjects do not take back leading.

5An exception is Varian, 1994, who points out that an altruist may contribute less to compel the second-mover to
contribute more.
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Hypothesis 3b (Prima facie social expectations concerns in giving extra). Subjects take back lead-

ing.

What about those who do not give extra? Due to the countervailing effects on altruists’ de-

cisions of second-movers’ responsiveness in the leadership contingency, contributing the same

amount in both contingencies could in principle be motivated by altruism. If altruism were driving

the contribution decisions, then we should see that those whose contributions have a larger impact

on second-movers’ contributions should be the ones to lead by seeking primacy. We then propose

the following, in line with the common interpretation that higher first-movers’ contributions have

a higher impact on second-movers’ contributions:

Hypothesis 4 (More Leading By Seeking Primacy Among Higher Contributors). First-movers

who contribute the same amount in both contingencies are more likely to lead by seeking primacy

if their contribution is higher.

Note that the pattern of behavior in Hypothesis 4 does not pin down altruistic behavior. Sup-

pose first-movers who contributed more were indeed more likely to lead by seeking primacy. An

alternative explanation, consistent with social expectations concerns, is that subjects do not want

to publicize behavior that falls short of social expectations. Once again, to distinguish between

these stories we must take into account the role of beliefs, to which we now turn.

Beliefs. Our elicited beliefs will allow us to verify whether the observed pattern of taking back

leading is consistent with altruism or social expectations concerns. Using beliefs to pinpoint al-

truistic motivations is somewhat tricky. It may appear straightforward that an altruistic first-mover

contributes more the more the second-mover responds positively to the first-mover’s contribution.

However, this does not turn out to be true. The slope of how the second-mover responds to the

first-mover’s contribution may have counteracting effects on the optimal contribution of an altruis-

tic first-mover, and the optimal contribution depends on the value of the first-mover’s contribution

over which the slope pivots.

Here we provide a necessary condition for altruists to take back leading. The key is to focus

on the comparison of two beliefs held by the first-mover. First is how much the second-mover
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contributes in the non-leadership contingency. Second is how much the second-mover would con-

tribute in the leadership contingency if the first-mover contributes the same amount she did in the

non-leadership contingency. It turns out that in order for an altruist to take back leading, the second

amount must be lower than the first.

Here is the proof of this claim.

Suppose the first-mover’s utility increases in how much she keeps of her endowment, and in

total contributions to the charity. The first-mover contributes an amount f̂ in the non-leadership

contingency, and believes the second-mover contributes an amount ŝ. If the first-mover believes

the second-mover will contribute an amount ŝ′ ≥ ŝ in the leadership contingency if she contributes

f̂ , then the first-mover is weakly better off in the leadership contingency (strictly if ŝ′ > ŝ). In-

deed, the first-mover can always contribute f̂ and be weakly better off than in the non-leadership

contingency. Therefore, for an altruistic first-mover to take back leading, she must believe ŝ′ < ŝ.

With this claim in hand, we can form the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 5 (Beliefs consistent with altruism in giving extra). The probability that a first-mover

takes back leading is higher if she believes that the second-mover contributes more in the non-

leadership contingency than he would in the leadership contingency if the first-mover had con-

tributed the same amount as she did in the non-leadership contingency (ŝ′ < ŝ).

Now we turn to how social expectations concerns may motivate giving extra. To capture social

expectations concerns, suppose a first-mover gets utility that depends on how much of her endow-

ment of 1 she keeps, u(1 − f), and in the difference between how much she contributes and the

social expectations SE(c) of how much is contributed in that contingency c, v(f − SE(c)). The

first-mover’s utility is then u(1 − f) + v(f − SE(c)), with u increasing and weakly concave, v

increasing and concave, and c equal to either the leadership or the non-leadership contingency.6

Note that the shape of u may capture the trade-off between selfish and altruistic motivations in

reduced form. A reasonable further wrinkle to this model is that fulfilling social expectations con-
6Charness and Dufwenberg (2006) have a related model of guilt aversion in which a first individual considers his

beliefs over a second individual’s beliefs. In contrast to our model, the first individual is concerned with the second
individual’s beliefs over how the first individual’s action affects the second individual’s payoffs.
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cerns are more important in the leadership contingency: not fulfilling social expectations concerns

may be more costly when the action can influence others, even if it is anonymous.7 With this utility

function, it is easy to see the following.

Hypothesis 6 (Beliefs consistent with social expectations concerns in giving extra). The difference

between contributing in the leadership and non-leadership contingencies increases with social

expectations in the leadership contingency and decreases with social expectations in the non-

leadership contingency. The first effect is stronger than the second.

Finally, we focus on those who contribute the same amount in both contingencies, and con-

sider beliefs that are either consistent with altruism or social expectations concerns as the moti-

vation behind seeking primacy. If individuals’ decision to publicize their leadership-contingency

contribution is driven by altruism, then they will be more likely to seek primacy if they expect

second-movers to contribute more. Note that this motivation may also be present among those

who lead by giving extra, but the replication decision for this group is more complicated given that

it involves the question of whether to take back leadership (as captured by Hypothesis 5).

Hypothesis 7a (Beliefs consistent with altruism in seeking primacy). First-movers who contribute

the same amount in both contingencies are more likely to seek primacy if the contribution they

expect from second-movers in the non-leadership contingency is lower than the contribution they

expect in the leadership contingency.

We have already suggested a social expectations concerns story to explain leading by seeking

primacy: that subjects are willing to publicize their contribution in the leadership contingency as

long as it fulfills social expectations.8 We then propose the following:

7Formally, this would be captured by allowing the function v, or the weight given to v, to vary with the contin-
gency.

8Note that this story is consistent with the ‘wrinkle’ introduced in Hypothesis 6 that fulfilling social expectations
concerns is more important in the leadership contingency. That fulfilling social expectations is particularly important
(as opposed to surpassing them) seems intuitive, and can be modeled by allowing for v to be zero in the non-leadership
contingency, for v to be negative in the leadership contingency when the contribution is below social expectations, and
for v to be positive in the leadership contingency when the contribution is weakly above social expectations.
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Hypothesis 7b (Beliefs consistent with social expectations concerns in seeking primacy). First-

movers who contribute the same amount in both contingencies are more likely to seek primacy if

their contributions in the leadership contingency are at least as high as their social expectations

in that contingency.

We do not show reluctance in seeking primacy, which is a distinguishing feature of social ex-

pectations concerns. However, the design rules out several other motivations for seeking primacy.

The main alternative explanation is that subjects are motivated by self-signaling. However, the

self-signaling explanation is strained to explain why those who contributed the same amount in

both contingencies are motivated to seek primacy. The decision a first-mover makes over whether

to publicize her contribution would seem to be about what others will think about or how they will

react to the contribution, and not about what the first-mover signals to herself through her decision

to publicize her contribution.

1.3 Procedure and the Charity

Procedure. Participants were recruited through the Harvard Decision Science Lab subject pool.

They were paid a $5 show-up fee. A session is composed of two sign-up times, twenty minutes

apart. The first group was composed of first-movers, the second of second-movers. Subjects were

received in a lobby, where they were asked to sign a consent form with the experimenter’s contact

information as well as that of the Committee on the Use of Human Subjects in Research at Harvard

University.9 Once all subjects finished filling out the consent forms, they drew a piece of paper and

a key. The paper assigned them to their cubicles; the key opened a personal locker in a private room

where they could pick up the payment at the end of the session. The random key assignment and

the personal locker ensured that the subjects’ decisions would be anonymous to the experimenter.

First-movers and second-movers were in separate rooms. Each room had twelve cubicles,

and 15 slots were offered per room during recruitment to account for attrition. First-movers are

9The experiment went through an ethics review process in the Committee on the Use of Human Subjects, and has
protocol number IRB13-1169.
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randomly and anonymously matched to one second-mover each. If there were more first-movers

than second-movers in a given session, first-movers were matched to a second-mover in a future

session. Once seated, the introductory instructions were read out loud. Special attention was

paid to make sure the instructions were clear (several pilot sessions were conducted to test for

comprehension).

The rest of the instructions were read by each subject on their own computer screen, which ran

the session using zTree (Fischbacher, 2007). To help ensure that our instructions were clear and

that levels of comprehension were high, we included a questionnaire screen that quizzed subjects

after they read each key set of instructions. After subjects answered each of these questionnaires,

a screen with the answers would appear, specifying which questions they had answered correctly

or incorrectly. They were then shown the instructions again before moving on to the task. Subjects

answered the correct question 88% of the time.

The Charity. The charity that received contributions from subjects in the experiment was the

East Africa Food Crisis Relief Fund of Save the Children. The aim of this fund is to address

starvation and malnutrition caused by drought in East Africa. The remoteness and timing of the

charity’s activities was chosen in order to make it unlikely that these could impact subjects in

any direct way. The activities of this Save the Children fund are conceptualized here as a public

good (non-rival and non-excludable) among our subjects who care about helping starving children

in East Africa. The instructions stated that Save the Children would not know the origin of the

contributions raised via the experiment, to avoid social image concerns towards the charity.

2 Results

2.1 Subjects Take Back Leading

Summary Statistics. There were 93 first-movers, and each first-mover was matched to a second-

mover. The average age of first-movers is well above college graduation, at 30.8 years (standard

deviation 13.2). Some 74% of first-movers had completed college, 21% were still in college, and
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4% had completed high school only. A little more than half of first-movers (59%) were male.

Decisions. In Figure 2 we summarize the choices made by the subjects who were first-movers

in the experiment.10 In the Figure, we plot a histogram of subjects who contributed more in the

leadership contingency (that is, the 22% of subjects who led by giving extra), subjects who con-

tributed the same in both contingencies (73% of subjects), and subjects who contributed less in

the leadership contingency (the 5% of subjects who anti-led by giving less). We further break

down by terciles the distribution of those who contributed the same amount in both contingencies:

first-movers who always contributed zero dollars (37.63%, or 51.47% among those who gave the

same amount in both contingencies), those who contributed between one and two dollars (11.93%,

or 16.18% among those who gave the same amount in both contingencies), and those who con-

tributed above two dollars (23.66%, or 32.35% among those who gave the same amount in both

contingencies). Panel A of Table 2 reports the statistics in more detail. On average, subjects con-

tributed $3.23 to charity in the leadership contingency compared with $2.74 in the non-leadership

contingency (significantly different at the 5% level using a paired t-test, p-value=0.0038). Among

those who led by giving extra, first-movers contributed $2.55 more in the leadership contingency.

Result 1 (Leading by giving extra). There is a non-negligible percent (22%) of first-movers who

led by giving extra.

Result 2 (More leading by giving extra than anti-leading by giving less). The proportion of subjects

who led by giving extra is significantly higher than the proportion of subjects who anti-led by giving

less (22% versus 5%, p-value of 0.0023 with a paired t-test).

We can categorize first-movers according to whether they replicated the leadership contingency

or the non-leadership contingency. To see this graphically, each bar in Figure 2 is divided into a

shaded area and a light area. The shaded area represents the proportion of subjects within the cor-

responding bar who replicated the non-leadership contingency, and the light area is the proportion

who replicated the leadership contingency. The results can also be seen in Panel B of Table 2. In
10Table 7 in Appendix A presents the joint frequency of contributions in the leadership and non-leadership contin-

gencies.
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Figure 2: Only Two Groups Are More Likely to Replicate the Non-Leadership Contingency: Those
Who Lead By Giving Exra (Thus Taking Back Leadership), and Those Who Always Contribute
Zero Dollars (The Bottom Tercile Among Those Who Contributed the Same Amount in Both
Contingencies)

order to test whether the replication rate within each bar is different from a halfway split, Figure

2 also marks the halfway split of each bar and the 95% confidence interval of the replication rate.

Of the subjects who led by giving extra, 80% took back their leading, or equivalently, only 20%

of the subjects who led by giving extra actually replicated the leadership contingency. The repli-

cation rate of the non-leadership contingency is above the halfway split. The replication decisions

of those who contributed the same amount in both contingencies varied with how much they con-

tributed. More than half of the bottom tercile replicate the non-leadership contingency, about half

of the middle tercile replicated the non-leadership contingency, and less than half of the top tercile

replicated the non-leadership contingency. Table 8 in Appendix A provides a regression analysis

of those who contributed the same amount in both contingencies, with qualitatively similar results.

Result 3 (Prima facie social expectations concerns). 80% of subjects take back leading among

those who lead by giving extra, which is significantly different from 50% at 5% significance.

Result 4 (More leading by seeking primacy among higher contributors). First-movers who con-

tribute the same amount in both contingencies are more likely to seek primacy if their contribution

in the leadership contingency is higher. The bottom tercile mostly does not lead by seeking primacy
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(71.43% replicates the non-leadership contingency, significantly different from 50% with a p-value

of 0.009), about half the first-movers in the second tercile leads by seeking primacy (45.45% repli-

cates the non-leadership contingency, not statistically distinguishable from 50% with a p-value

of 0.778), and the top tercile mostly does lead by seeking primacy (27.27% replicates the non-

leadership contingency, significantly different from 50% with a p-value of 0.029). The proportion

of subjects who seek primacy in the top tercile is significantly different from those in the bottom

tercile (p-value 0.0008).

Among those who anti-led by giving less, all replicated the leadership contingency. Although

the behavior of those who anti-led by giving less is intriguing, we are underpowered to say much

of interest about them.

Does leadership work, regardless? In Fernández-Duque and Hiscox (forthcoming), we find

that second-movers with an audience contribute an extra 21 cents for every additional dollar the

first-mover contributes. If we simply compare the average contributions in the non-leadership

contingency versus the leadership contingency, the average contribution in the leadership contin-

gency is 4.7 versus 3.2 in the non-leadership contingency. In that paper we use the data from the

second-movers to study the questions, separate from those in the current paper, of whether and

why second-movers respond to first-movers’ contributions.

2.2 Beliefs

Before testing the hypotheses related to beliefs, we present some summary statistics. In panel A of

Table 3 we report summary statistics for these measures of expectations.

We first consider the slope of response, which captures first-movers’ beliefs over how respon-

sive second-movers are to first-movers’ contributions in the leadership contingency. We calculated

the slope of response via a regression for each first-mover.11 We classified the slopes as positive or

11The independent variables in the regression were a constant and the integer amounts the first-mover would con-
tribute (between zero and ten dollars). The dependent variable was the first-mover’s prediction of what the second-
mover contributes in the influence contingency after the second-mover sees a first-mover contribute the integer amount
of the independent variable. The slope of response was then the coefficient on the first-mover’s integer amount.
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Mean S.D. Max Min Count

Panel A. Contribution Decisions
Leadership-Contingency Contribution 3.23 3.68 10 0 93
Non-Leadership-Contingency Contribution 2.74 3.48 10 0 93
Led By Giving Extra 0.22 0.41 1 0 93
Contributed Same In Both Contingencies 0.73 0.45 1 0 93
Anti-Led By Giving Less 0.05 0.23 1 0 93
Absolute Difference In Donations | Led By Giving Extra 2.55 2.416 1 10 20
Absolute Difference In Donations | Anti-Led By Giving Less 1.2 .44 1 2 5

Panel B. Replication Decisions
Percent Replicating Leadership C. | Led By Giving Extra 0.20 0.41 1 0 20
Percent Replicating Leadership C. | Always Contributed 0 0.29 0.46 1 0 35
Percent Replicating Leadership C. | Always Contributed 1 to 2 0.55 0.52 1 0 11
Percent Replicating Leadership C. | Always Contributed Above 2 0.73 0.46 1 0 22
Percent Replicating Leadership C. | Anti-Led By Giving Less 1.00 0.00 1 1 5
‘Leadership-Contingency Contribution’ is the amount the first-mover contributed in the leadership contingency. ‘Non-Leadership-Contingency Contribution’ is the amount
the first-mover contributed in the non-leadership contingency. ‘Led By Giving Extra’ is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the first-mover contributed more in the leadership
contingency than in the non-leadership contingency. ‘Contributed Same In Both Contingencies’ and ‘Anti-Led By Giving Less’ are defined analogously. ‘Absolute Difference
in Contributions | Led By Giving Extra’ is the absolute difference in contributions in the leadership and non-leadership contingencies among those who contributed more in
the leadership contingency. ‘Absolute Difference in Contributions | Anti-Led By Giving Less’ is defined analogously. ‘Percent Replicating Leadership Contingency | Led By
Giving Extra’ is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the first-mover replicated the leadership contingency, among those who contributed more in the leadership contingency than
in the non-leadership contingency. ‘Percent Replicating Influence Contingency | Always Contributed X’ and ‘Percent Replicating Influence Contingency | Anti-Led By Giving
Less’ are defined analogously.

Table 2: Summary of Outcome Variables

negative if the coefficient was significantly positive or negative at the 5% level.

The slope of response is .30 on average, which means that on average first-movers believe

second-movers increase 30 cents per dollar contributed by a first-mover (significantly different

from zero at the .001% level according to a t-test). Two-thirds of first-movers believe the slope of

response is strictly positive, 26% believe second-movers do not respond to a first-mover’s contri-

bution, and only 9% believe second-movers respond negatively.

We have identified a condition on beliefs that is necessary for altruistic first-movers to take

back leading, which compares the difference in the levels of contribution in both contingencies

(Section 1.2). Among all subjects, there are 43% of first-movers whose beliefs satisfy this neces-

sary condition. When we compare the proportion among those who led by giving extra (50%) with

the proportion among who did not lead by giving extra (41%), the difference is statistically indis-

tinguishable at conventional levels (p-value 0.494 in a two-sample t-test with unequal variances).

Among first-movers who contribute the same in both contingencies, 57% believe the second-

mover would weakly contribute more in the leadership contingency (given her contribution in that

contingency). As discussed in Section 1.2, this is a weakly necessary and sufficient condition for
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an altruist who contributed the same amount in both contingencies to lead by seeking primacy.

Mean S.D. Max Min Count

Panel A. Beliefs Relevant to Altruism
Slope of Response 0.30 0.41 1 -1 93
Strictly Positive Response 0.66 0.47 1 0 93
Zero Response 0.26 0.43 1 0 93
Strictly Negative Response 0.09 0.28 1 0 93
Condition for Altruists to Take Back Leading 0.43 0.50 1 0 93
Condition for Altruists to Take Back Leading | Led By Giving Extra 0.50 0.51 1 0 20
Condition for Altruists to Take Back Leading | Did Not Lead By Giving Extra 0.41 0.50 1 0 73
Leading By Seeking Primacy Increases Contributions | Same Contributions in Both Contingencies 0.57 0.50 1 0 68

Panel B. Beliefs Relevant to Social Expectations Concerns
Social Expectations of Leadership Contingency 3.31 2.31 10 0 93
Social Expectations of No Leadership Contingency 3.25 2.28 10 0 93
Social Expectations of Leadership Contingency | Led By Giving Extra 4.15 2.27 9 0 20
Social Expectations of Leadership Contingency | Did Not Lead By Giving Extra 3.07 2.28 10 0 73
Soc. Exp. of Non-Leadership Contingency | Led By Giving Extra 3.60 2.32 10 0 20
Social Expectations of Non-Leadership Contin. | Did Not Lead By Giving Extra 3.15 2.28 10 0 73
Contribution Satisfies Social Expectations | Same Contribution in Both Contingencies 0.49 0.50 1 0 68

‘Slope of Response’ is the slope coefficient of a regression of what the first-mover expects the second-mover contributes for each integer amount of the first-mover’s
contribution in the leadership contingency. ‘Strictly Positive Response’ is an indicator variable equal to one if Slope of Response is strictly positive. ‘Zero Response’ and
‘Strictly Negative Response’ are defined analogously. ‘Conditions for Altruists to Take Back Leading’ is an indicator variable equal to one if the first-mover believes that
the second-mover contributes more in the non-leadership contingency than he would in the leadership contingency if the first-mover contributed the same amount as she
did in the non-leadership contingency. ‘Leading By Seeking Primacy Increases Contributions | Same Contribution in Both Contingencies’ is an indicator variable equal to
one if the first-mover believes the second-mover will contribute strictly less in the non-leadership contingency than in the leadership contingency (given what she gave),
and is limited to first-movers who contributed the same amount in both contingencies. ‘Social Expectations of Leadership Contingency’ measures the first-mover’s beliefs
over others’ beliefs regarding the average contribution by first-movers in the leadership contingency. ‘Social Expectations of Non-Leadership Contingency’ is defined
analogously. ‘Social Expectations of Leadership Contingency | Led By Giving Extra’ limits the sample to subjects who contributed more in the leadership contingency.
‘Contribution Satisfies Social Expectations | Same Contribution In Both Contingencies’ is an indicator variable equal to one if the first-mover’s contribution is weakly
higher than her social expectations in the leadership contingency (that is, how much she believes others believe first-movers contribute in the leadership contingency), and
is limited to first-movers who contributed the same amount in both contingencies. The rest of the variables are defined analogously.

Table 3: Summary Statistics of Beliefs Relevant to Altruism and Social Expectations Concerns

Next we can examine the social expectations among first-movers. Again, we are able to cre-

ate measures of social expectations from our two-part guessing game in which first-movers first

guessed how much the average first-mover contributed in the leadership and non-leadership con-

tingencies, and then guessed the average of what others had guessed in the first part.

Panel B of Table 3 summarizes the statistics for these measures of social expectations. In the ag-

gregate, social expectations in the leadership and non-leadership contingencies are indistinguishable—

they are respectively equal to 3.3 and 3.2 dollars. If we disaggregate beliefs by whether the first-

mover led by giving extra, however, we see that first-movers who led by giving extra have a sig-

nificantly higher social expectation in the leadership contingency than those who did not lead by

giving extra (4.15 dollars versus 3.07, significantly different at the 10% level with a two-sample t-

test with unequal variances, p-value=.072). Social expectations in the non-leadership contingency
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are statistically indistinguishable between these two groups at conventional levels (3.60 versus

3.15, p-value 0.451).

Among subjects who contributed the same amount in both contingencies, 49% believe their

contribution is at least as high as their social expectations in the leadership contingency. In Section

1.2 we argued that subjects with social expectations concerns would be more likely to seek primacy

if their contributions satisfied social expectations.

To test whether these beliefs affected contribution decisions, we now exploit individual-level

variation.

2.3 Beliefs Support Social Expectations Concerns, Not Altruism

We can now examine whether heterogeneity in beliefs can explain contribution decisions.

In order to test for Hypothesis 5, we estimate the following OLS regression model:

Yi = βXi + φWi + εi (1)

where the independent variable Xi is an indicator variable equal to one if the necessary condition

for an altruist to take back leading is fulfilled (as detailed in Hypothesis 4), and W is a vector of

control variables, including a constant. The coefficient of interest is β, reported in Table 4, where

the independent variable is referred to as Condition for Altruists to Take Back Leading.

Table 4 shows that Condition for Altruists to Take Back Leading does not explain whether

subjects lead by giving extra, nor whether they take back leading. The dependent variable in the

first three columns is whether first-movers lead by giving extra, considering no controls (column

1), controlling only for all elicited socio-demographic and personality variables (column 2), and

also controlling for first-movers’ beliefs over second-movers’ contributions in the non-leadership

contingency, in the leadership contingency for every integer contribution of a first-mover, and in the

leadership contingency given what the first-mover contributed (column 3). The last three columns

consider the same mix of controls, but the dependent variable is whether the first-mover took back
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leading (that is, once again, whether she replicated the non-leadership contingency after giving

extra). In all specifications, the coefficients are highly insignificant. We therefore conclude the

following:

Result 5 (Beliefs not consistent with altruism). The probabilities that a first-mover gives extra or

takes back leading are not higher when the necessary condition for altruists to take back leading

holds (p-values between 0.258 and 0.717).

We now turn to a test of Hypothesis 6. We estimate the following OLS regression model:

Contributioni,c = βLeadershipCi,c + δXi + γLeadershipCi,c ∗Xi + φWi + εi (2)

where Contributioni,c is the amount contributed by subject i in contingency c, LeadershipCi,c is

an indicator variable equal to one if c is a leadership contingency, Xi is a vector of the independent

variables of interest, and Wi is a vector of control variables, including a constant. Notice that even

though a unit is the subject-contingency, the error term εi is clustered at the subject level. The

coefficients of interest are captured by the vector γ, which indicate whether there is a difference in

contributions between leadership and non-leadership contingencies driven by Xi.

Table 5 reports the results of the vector γ.

From Hypothesis 6, we expect contributions in the non-leadership contingency will be increas-

ing in Social Expectations in Non-Leadership Contingency. We consider the same mix of controls

as in Table 4. In all specifications, the coefficient of the interaction between Social Expectations

in Non-Leadership Contingency and a dummy for the leadership contingency is negative (in the

expected direction) but insignificant. Hypothesis 6 also predicts that the contribution in the lead-

ership contingency will be increasing in Social Expectations in Leadership Contingency. In all

specifications, the corresponding interaction is positive (in the expected direction) and significant.

Result 6 (Beliefs consistent with social expectations concerns in giving extra). The difference be-

tween contributions in the leadership and non-leadership contingencies increases with social ex-

pectations in the leadership contingency (significant at the 5% level) and decreases insignificantly
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Leads by Leads by Leads by Takes Takes Takes
Giving Giving Giving Back Back Back
Extra Extra Extra Leading Leading Leading

Condition for Altruists to Take Back Leading 0.0613 0.0609 -0.0202 0.0929 0.0845 -0.0035
(0.0880) (0.109) (0.168) (0.0816) (0.0963) (0.135)

Dep Variable Mean 0.215 0.215 0.215 0.172 0.172 0.172
Observations 93 93 93 93 93 93
R2 0.005 0.164 0.350 0.015 0.230 0.355
Controls for Socio-Demographics and Personality No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Controls for Beliefs No No Yes No No Yes
The table reports the coefficient β of the model Yi = βXi + φWi + εi, with robust standard errors. The dependent variable of the first three columns is
an indicator variable equal to one if the first-mover leads by giving extra. The dependent variable of the last three columns is an indicator variable equal
to one if the first-mover takes back leading. The independent variable, ‘Conditions for Altruists to Take Back Leading’, is an indicator variable equal to
one if the first-mover believes that the second-mover contributes more in the non-leadership contingency than he would in the leadership contingency if
the first-mover contributed the same amount as she did in the non-leadership contingency. The Controls for Socio-Demographics and Personality are age,
gender, education, student status, economics major, number of past experiments, knowledge of the objective of Save the Children, opinion on whether
Save the Children fulfills its objective, a battery of questions about possible leadership contingencies, risk aversion and a battery of questions about
leadership personalities. The Controls for Beliefs are the first-mover’s beliefs of what second-movers contribute in the non-leadership contingency, in the
leadership contingency for every integer value of what the first-mover can contribute, and in the leadership contingency given what she contributed.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 4: The Necessary Condition for Altruists to Take Back Leading Does Not Predict Giving
Extra or Taking Back Leading

(1) (2) (3)
Donation Donation Donation

Leadership Contingency × Social Expectation of Non-Leadership Contingency -0.162 -0.162 -0.138
(0.114) (0.121) (0.113)

Leadership Contingency × Social Expectation of Leadership Contingency 0.295∗ 0.295∗ 0.409∗

(0.135) (0.144) (0.163)
Dep Variable Mean 2.984 2.984 2.984
Observations 186 186 186
Clusters 93 93 93
R2 0.371 0.513 0.772
Controls for Socio-Demographics and Personality No Yes Yes
Controls for Beliefs No No Yes
The table reports the γ coefficient vector of model Contributioni,c = βLeadershipCi,c+ δXi+γLeadershipCi,c ∗Xi+φWi+ εi. An observation is
a first-mover-contingency (i, c), and standard errors reported in parentheses are clustered at the subject level. The dependent variable is the first-mover’s
contribution out of ten dollars. ‘Leadership Contingency’ is an indicator variable for the leadership contingency. ‘Social Expectation in Leadership
Contingency’ is the first-mover’s guess of what others guessed was the average contribution in the leadership contingency. ‘Social Expectation in Non-
Leadership Contingency’ is the first-mover’s guess of what others guessed was the average contribution in the non-leadership contingency. The Controls
for Socio-Demographics and Personality are age, gender, education, student status, economics major, number of past experiments, knowledge of the
objective of Save the Children, opinion on whether Save the Children fulfills its objective, a battery of questions about possible leadership contingencies,
risk aversion and a battery of questions about leadership personalities. The Controls for Beliefs are the first-mover’s beliefs of what second-movers
contribute in the non-leadership contingency, in the leadership contingency for every integer value of what the first-mover can contribute, and in the
leadership contingency given what she contributed.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 5: Social Expectations Concerns Predict Leading By Giving Extra, Particularly Social Ex-
pectations in the Leadership Contingency
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with social expectations in the non-leadership contingency (p-values between 0.156 and 0.226).

Table 6 tests the hypothesis related to subjects who contribute the same amount in both contin-

gencies. The empirical model is (1), where the dependent variable is Leads By Seeking Primacy, an

indicator variable equal to one if the first-mover leads by seeking primacy (again, which is to repli-

cate the leadership contingency). To test for Hypothesis 7a, the independent variable is Leading By

Seeking Primacy Increases Contributions, an indicator variable equal to one if the first-mover be-

lieves the second-mover contributes more in the non-leadership contingency than in the leadership

contingency (given her contribution). The three columns use the same mix of controls we have

used throughout. The coefficients are all insignificant, which implies a lack of support of altruism

in leading by seeking primacy.

To test for Hypothesis 7b, we again use empirical model (1) with independent variable Con-

tribution Satisfies Social Expectations, an indicator variable equal to one if the first-mover’s con-

tribution in the leadership contingency is larger than her social expectation in that contingency.

The results are shown in the last three columns of Table 6. Again, the three columns are the same

mix of controls as before, in addition to controlling for social expectations. Although the level of

significance varies from one specification to the other, the coefficient values are similar.

Result 7 (Beliefs consistent with social expectations concerns in seeking primacy). First-movers

who contribute the same amount in both contingencies are 24-32% more likely to lead by seeking

primacy if their contributions in the leadership contingency are at least as high as their social

expectations in that contingency (significance varies from the 1% level to the 10% level).

2.4 Robustness Checks

We consider several robustness checks. Tables are shown in Online Appendix B.

First, we show that those who led by giving extra are not distinguishable from those who did

not lead by giving extra on a battery of 22 variables, including socio-demographic and person-

ality questions. Given that we did not randomize beliefs, this helps bolster the claim that social
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Leads Leads By Leads By Leads By Leads By Leads By

Seeking Seeking Seeking Seeking Seeking Seeking
Primacy Primacy Primacy Primacy Primacy Primacy

Leading By Seeking Primacy Increases Contributions 0.159 0.145 0.245
(0.122) (0.145) (0.236)

Contribution Satisfies Social Expectations 0.245∗ 0.341∗∗ 0.329
(0.114) (0.124) (0.177)

Social Expectations of Leadership Contingency 0.149∗∗ 0.173∗∗ 0.136
(0.0292) (0.0521) (0.0875)

Social Expectations of Non-Leadership Contingency -0.0962∗∗ -0.142∗∗ -0.166∗

(0.0362) (0.0522) (0.0631)
Dep Variable Mean 0.471 0.471 0.471 0.471 0.471 0.471
Observations 68 68 68 68 68 68
R2 0.025 0.413 0.567 0.223 0.570 0.663
Controls for Socio-Demographics and Personality No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Controls for Beliefs No No Yes No No Yes
The table reports the coefficient β of the model Yi = βXi + φWi + εi, restricted to subjects who contributed the same amount in both contingencies,
and with robust standard errors. The dependent variable is an indicator variable equal to one if the first-mover leads by seeking primacy (that is, replicates
the leadership contingency). The independent variable for the first three columns is ‘Leading By Seeking Primacy Increases Contributions’, an indicator
variable equal to one if the first-mover believes the second-mover will contribute strictly less in the non-leadership contingency than in the leadership
contingency (given what she gave). The independent variable in the last three columns is ‘Contribution Satisfies Social Expectations’, an indicator
variable equal to one if the first-mover’s contribution is weakly higher than her social expectations in the leadership contingency (that is, how much
she believes others believe first-movers contribute in the leadership contingency). The regressions in the last three columns include controls for social
expectations in the leadership and non-leadership contingencies. The Controls for Socio-Demographics and Personality are age, gender, education, student
status, economics major, number of past experiments, knowledge of the objective of Save the Children, opinion on whether Save the Children fulfills its
objective, a battery of questions about possible leadership contingencies, risk aversion and a battery of questions about leadership personalities. The
Controls for Beliefs are the first-mover’s beliefs of what second-movers contribute in the non-leadership contingency, in the leadership contingency for
every integer value of what the first-mover can contribute, and in the leadership contingency given what she contributed.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 6: First-Movers Who Contributed Same Amount In Both Contingencies Do Seek Primacy
When They Expect It Will Raise Contributions, But Do So When They Believe Their Contribution
Satisfies Social Expectations
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expectations drove the difference in contribution decisions.

Second, we consider ordering effects. We do not find evidence that subjects who make a

contribution in the leadership contingency first are more likely to lead by giving extra than subjects

who make a contribution in the leadership contingency second. However, the first group does have

a significantly larger difference in contributions. This seems to be driven by a few subjects in the

first group who contributed much more in the leadership contingency. The order does not affect

replication decisions, neither for all subjects, nor for the specific subset of subjects who lead by

giving extra. The regressions above are robust to controlling for the order of the decisions (results

not shown).

As a third robustness check, we consider what would happen if instead of using social expecta-

tions as our dependent variable—a measure of what first-movers believe others believe first-movers

do—we simply use expectations—a measure of what first-movers believe other first-movers do.

Overall, the results are less consistent with the predictions. Specifically, higher expectations

in the non-leadership contingency make contributions in the leadership contingency relatively

higher—contrary to predictions of social expectations concerns. Moreover, once we control for

first-movers’ beliefs over what second-movers do, the significance of the results disappears for

this test. We also do not find significance when we perform the analogous test of social expecta-

tions concerns in seeking primacy (Hypothesis 7b with expectations instead of social expectations).

Note that this evidence suggests that the results are not driven by a false consensus effect (Ross

et al., 1977), in which individuals’ behavior is correlated with their actions because they (perhaps

incorrectly) believe that others act like them. Rather, social expectations seem to be what matter,

again favoring the interpretation that social expectations concerns are driving behavior.

3 Conclusion

Most of us will probably encounter several situations in any given week in which we have an

opportunity to lead others by example. We might be asked explicitly to step forward, at the office
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for example, to support a cause. Or we may just engage with others in contexts in which we are

aware that our decision to act in some pro-social way (e.g., stopping to let another driver pull out

of a parking spot, waiting and holding a heavy door open for the next person entering a building)

can be observed and imitated by others.

In this paper we provide experimental evidence to assess whether pro-social leading is moti-

vated by altruism or by a simpler desire to conform with social expectations. The evidence from our

experiment indicates that many individuals’ leadership is driven by social expectations concerns,

just trying to conform with what they imagine is expected of them by others. This is somewhat

counterintuitive as leading seems to imply influencing others by surpassing expectations, not sim-

ply conforming with them. But what we observe looks less like inspired boldness and more like

stock role-playing.

Of course, this does not rule out that some pro-social leading is provided by highly motivated

altruists. And plenty of it, as demonstrated in other studies, seems to be motivated by social im-

age concerns or status seeking (which we exclude from consideration here). But there seems to

be a strong and widely shared impulse to conform with social expectations about pro-social lead-

ing. An avenue for future work is to examine how social image and social expectations concerns

interact. Perhaps social expectations concerns drive behavior when social image concerns are

muted enough, which would explain the difference between our results and those of Karlan and

McConnell (2014) discussed in the introduction.

In our design we examine the impact of social expectations by measuring beliefs among sub-

jects about what is expected and assessing the way these beliefs are associated with behavior.

Since we do not assign social expectations to subjects experimentally, we should be concerned

about omitted variable bias. We have dealt with this by controlling for a range of observables

in the analysis, in addition to several robustness tests. Further research could complement the

present study by experimentally manipulating social expectations about pro-social leading in lab

experiments. However, note that manipulating social expectations would not have allowed us to

test the relative importance of reluctance versus altruism for subjects’ given beliefs and behavior.
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Further research that studies the impact of social expectations in natural settings, rather than in the

lab, would also help to improve our understanding of this process and the extent to which social

expectations can be established or altered by policies and other interventions.

Why does this matter? Recognizing the role of social expectations concerns raises three distinct

issues. The first is that highlighting or manipulating social expectations concerns should be part

of the toolkit of a social planner who wants to increase leadership behavior. Subjects concerned

with social expectations can be made to contribute more, simply by putting them in a position

to influence others. We can increase giving extra by imposing, on those who care about social

expectations, a selfless decision which can influence others. Those who are motivated to lead

for other reasons, for example due to private information, may not need to have these decisions

imposed.

The second issue that arises is that social expectations concerns are a cost to reluctant leaders,

so the welfare effect of increasing leadership behavior must be weighed against the cost on the

subjects that lead. DellaVigna et al. (2012) study this question in the context of charitable con-

tributions without influence, and find that the costs outweigh the benefits. However, imposing a

position of leadership has a multiplier effect on those it influences, so the benefits may outweigh

the costs.

The third issue is that manipulating social expectations can help nudge individuals into publi-

cizing their pro-social actions. In particular, a prediction that follows from this work is that subjects

who perceive social expectations as higher than they actually are will be more willing to make their

actions observable if they learn the true value of social expectations.
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A Additional Tables

Contribution in
Leadership Contribution in Non-Leadership Cont.

Contingency 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
0 35 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 36
1 3 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
2 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
3 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
4 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
5 1 0 1 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 8
6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2
7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 3
8 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 6
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 9 12
Total 41 8 11 5 3 6 0 5 3 1 10 93

Table 7: Joint Frequency of Contributions in Leadership and Non-Leadership Contingencies
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Leads By Leads By Leads By Leads By Leads By Leads By
Seeking Seeking Seeking Seeking Seeking Seeking
Primacy Primacy Primacy Primacy Primacy Primacy

Contribution in Leadership Contingency 0.0534∗∗ 0.0498∗ 0.0835 0.0350∗∗ 0.0206 0.0171
(0.0131) (0.0189) (0.0435) (0.0128) (0.0162) (0.0238)

Dep Variable Mean 0.471 0.471 0.471 0.441 0.441 0.441
Observations 68 68 68 93 93 93
R2 0.153 0.476 0.593 0.067 0.348 0.403
First-Movers Who Gave Same Amount
in Both Contingencies, or All? Same Same Same All All All
Controls for Socio-Demographics and Personality No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Controls for Beliefs No No Yes No No Yes
The table reports the coefficient β of the model Yi = βXi + φWi + εi, with robust standard errors. The first three columns are restricted to
first-movers who contributed the same amount in both contingencies, the last three columns includes all first-movers. The dependent variable is
an indicator variable equal to one if the first-mover leads by seeking primacy (that is, replicates the leadership contingency). The independent
variable, ‘Contribution in Leadership Contingency’, is the amount contributed by the first-mover in the leadership contingency. The Controls
for Socio-Demographics and Personality are age, gender, education, student status, economics major, number of past experiments, knowledge of
the objective of Save the Children, opinion on whether Save the Children fulfills its objective, a battery of questions about possible leadership
contingencies, risk aversion and a battery of questions about leadership personalities. The Controls for Beliefs are the first-mover’s beliefs of what
second-movers contribute in the non-leadership contingency, in the leadership contingency for every integer value of what the first-mover can
contribute, and in the leadership contingency given what she contributed.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 8: First-Movers Are More Likely To Replicate the Leadership Contingency the More They
Contribute in That Contingency, Particularly When They Gave the Same Amount in Both Contin-
gencies
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B Robustness

B.1 Balance Between Those Who led By Giving Extra, And Those Who Did

Not

Here we show that those who lead by giving extra are similar to those who do not on observables.

Table 9 shows that there is little systematically different in what we can observe between those who

led by giving extra and those who did not. Economics majors and those who are hesitant about

taking initiative are less likely to lead by giving extra. Given that we are considering 22 variables,

finding two which are significant may simply be due to noise.

Did Not
Lead By Lead By

Giving Extra Giving Extra Mean Diff
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t

Age 31.11 (13.40) 29.95 (12.76) 0.36
Gender (Female=1) 0.60 (0.49) 0.55 (0.51) 0.41
Highest Degree 3.75 (0.43) 3.70 (0.47) 0.46
Student 0.52 (0.50) 0.50 (0.51) 0.16
Economics Major 0.21 (0.41) 0.05 (0.22) 2.25
Past Experiments 9.99 (13.92) 8.30 (9.89) 0.61
Knows Save The Children’s Objective (10-point scale) 5.79 (2.67) 5.90 (2.79) -0.15
Thinks Save the Children Fulfills Objective (10-point scale) 5.00 (2.29) 5.00 (2.29) 0.00
Has Taught A Course 0.49 (0.50) 0.40 (0.50) 0.73
Is Oldest Sibling 0.68 (0.98) 1.10 (1.21) -1.41
Has Children 0.08 (0.28) 0.10 (0.31) -0.23
Has Been Team Captain 0.62 (0.49) 0.75 (0.44) -1.16
Has Subordinates 0.26 (0.44) 0.20 (0.41) 0.57
Risk Tolerance (10-point scale) 5.73 (2.36) 6.55 (1.47) -1.92
Enjoys Control Over Others 0.26 (0.44) 0.30 (0.47) -0.34
Thinks Others Motivated By Personal Gain 0.29 (0.46) 0.35 (0.49) -0.51
Talks About Own Values 0.38 (0.49) 0.45 (0.51) -0.52
Doesn’t Trust Others 0.21 (0.41) 0.10 (0.31) 1.26
Hesitant About Taking Initiative In A Group 0.14 (0.35) 0.00 (0.00) 3.38∗

Predicts Behavior Accurately 0.26 (0.44) 0.25 (0.44) 0.09
Looks Out For Group Welfare 0.64 (0.48) 0.65 (0.49) -0.05
Inspires Enthusiasm For Projects 0.49 (0.50) 0.55 (0.51) -0.44
First Allocation Leadership Contingency 0.44 (0.50) 0.60 (0.50) -1.28

Table 9: Balance Table According to Difference in Contributing Across Contingencies

B.2 Ordering Effects

First note that, from Table 9, the ordering of the contingencies does not result in a significant

difference in whether a first-mover leads by giving extra.
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Table 10 shows the balance table for a range of values depending on which contingency first-

movers were faced with first. There are only two variables which are significantly different:

whether the subject thinks Save the Children fulfills its objectives, and whether the subject re-

portedly talks about her own values. Since we are considering 22 variables, the significance of

these variables is consistent with random noise.

Non-Leadership C. Leadership C.
First First Mean Diff

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t
Age 30.88 (14.27) 30.84 (12.08) 0.01
Gender (Female=1) 0.57 (0.50) 0.61 (0.49) -0.41
Finished College 0.67 (0.47) 0.82 (0.39) -1.61
Student 0.57 (0.50) 0.45 (0.50) 1.12
Economics Major 0.16 (0.37) 0.18 (0.39) -0.23
Past Experiments 11.65 (16.86) 7.36 (6.44) 1.65
Knows Save The Children’s Objective (10-point scale) 5.98 (2.67) 5.64 (2.71) 0.61
Thinks Save the Children Fulfills Objective (10-point scale) 5.61 (2.06) 4.32 (2.33) 2.82∗

Has Taught A Course 0.45 (0.50) 0.50 (0.51) -0.49
Is Oldest Sibling 0.92 (1.10) 0.61 (0.97) 1.42
Has Children 0.10 (0.31) 0.07 (0.25) 0.58
Has Been Team Captain 0.63 (0.49) 0.66 (0.48) -0.26
Has Subordinates 0.24 (0.43) 0.25 (0.44) -0.06
Risk Tolerance (10-point scale) 5.92 (2.36) 5.89 (2.07) 0.07
Enjoys Control Over Others 0.22 (0.42) 0.32 (0.47) -1.01
Thinks Others Motivated By Personal Gain 0.33 (0.47) 0.27 (0.45) 0.56
Talks About Own Values 0.29 (0.46) 0.52 (0.51) -2.36
Doesn’t Trust Others 0.22 (0.42) 0.14 (0.35) 1.10
Hesitant About Taking Initiative In A Group 0.10 (0.31) 0.11 (0.32) -0.18
Predicts Behavior Accurately 0.22 (0.42) 0.30 (0.46) -0.77
Looks Out For Group Welfare 0.59 (0.50) 0.70 (0.46) -1.13
Inspires Enthusiasm For Projects 0.47 (0.50) 0.55 (0.50) -0.73

Table 10: Balance Table According to Sequencing of Contingencies

Table 11 shows ordering effects on contributions (column 1), social expectations (columns 2

and 3), and replication decisions (column 4). The regressions do not include controls because they

come after the randomization of the order. The interaction term in the first column shows that sub-

jects contributed significantly more in the leadership contingency when their first contribution was

made in that contingency. Whatever the order, first-movers contribute more in the leadership con-

tingency, although insignificantly so when the non-leadership contingency comes first. The second

and third column shows that making a contribution in the leadership contingency first marginally

increases social expectations in the leadership contingency, and does not affect social expectations

in the non-leadership contingency. The last column shows that the replication decision was not

significantly affected by the order for those who led relative to the rest. In results not shown, the
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Leads By

S.E. in S.E. in Seeking
Donation Lead. C. Non-Lead. C. Primacy

First Contribution is in Leadership Contingency 0.533 0.846 -0.242 0.210
(0.733) (0.476) (0.477) (0.118)

Leadership Contingency 0.122
(0.0908)

Leadership Contingency × 0.764∗

First Contribution is in Leadership Contingency (0.334)

Led By Giving Extra -0.165
(0.175)

Led By Giving Extra × -0.294
First Contribution is in Influence Contingency (0.225)
Dep Variable Mean 2.984 3.309 3.255 0.441
Observations 186 93 93 93
Clusters 93 — — —
R2 0.024 0.034 0.003 0.101
Controls No No No No
The first column reports the γ coefficient vector of model Contributioni,c = βLeadershipCi,c + δXi + γLeadershipCi,c ∗ Xi +
φWi + εi. An observation is a first-mover-contingency in the first column, and standard errors reported in parentheses are clustered at
the first-mover level. The dependent variable is the first-mover’s contribution in the first column. In the second to fourth columns, the
table reports the coefficient β of the model Yi = βAltruistConditioni + φWi + εi. An observation is a first-mover in these columns,
and standard errors are robust. The dependent variable are social expectations in the leadership contingency in the second column,
social expectations in the non-leadership contingency in the third column, and whether the first-mover led by seeking primacy in the last
column (an indicator variable equal to one if she replicated the leadership contingency). ‘First Contribution Leadership Contingency’ is
an indicator variable equal to one if the first-mover’s first contribution was in the leadership contingency. ‘Leadership Contingency’ is
an indicator function equal to one if the contingency is the leadership contingency. ‘Led By Giving Extra’ is an indicator equal to one if
the first-mover contributed more in the leadership contingency.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 11: Ordering Effects On Contribution and Replication Decisions

impact or ordering is also insignificant on overall replication rates.

B.3 Using Expectations Instead of Social Expectations

In this section we consider what would happen if in our tests of social expectations concerns we

replaced the social expectations variables with expectations variables. Table 12 presents summary

statistics for these measures. The terms are analogous to the terms corresponding to social expec-

tations. Recall that a social expectation is a belief over what others believe others do on average.

Instead, an expectation is a belief over what others do on average.

First-movers believed that other first-movers contributed $3.13 on average in the leadership

contingency, and $2.81 in the non-leadership contingency. These values are statistically indistin-
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guishable. If we break it down by whether the first-mover gave extra or not, we find that expecta-

tions are statistically indistinguishable in the non-leadership contingency (3.03 among those who

gave extra versus 2.75 among those who did not), while they are higher for those who gave extra

in the leadership contingency (4.11 versus 2.8, significant at the 5% level according to a two-tailed

paired t-test). Finally, we find that, among first-movers who contributed the same amount in both

contingencies, only 19% believe that their contribution in the leadership contingency is at least as

high as her expectation of contributions in the leadership contingency.

Mean S.D. Max Min Count

Expectations in Leadership Contingency 3.13 2.35 10 0 93
Expectations in Non-Leadership Contingency 2.81 2.42 10 0 93
Expectations in Leadership Contingency | Led By Giving Extra 4.11 2.01 9 2 20
Expectations in Leadership Contingency | Did Not Lead By Giving Extra 2.8 2.3 10 0 73
Expectations in No Leadership Contingency | Led By Giving Extra 3.03 2.40 8 0 20
Expectations in No Leadership Contingency | Did Not Lead By Giving Extra 2.75 2.43 10 0 73
Contr. Satisfies Expectation | Same Contr. in Both Contingencies 0.19 0.40 1 0 60
‘Expectations in Leadership Contingency’ is the first-mover’s belief of what other first-movers contributed on average in the leadership
contingency. ‘Expectations in Non-Leadership Contingency’ is defined analogously. The rest of the variables, except for the last one,
limit the sample to those who led by giving extra or to those who did not lead by giving extra. ‘Contribution Satisfies Expectations |
Same Contribution in Both Contingencies’ is an indicator variable equal to one if the first-mover’s contribution is weakly higher than her
expectations in the leadership contingency (that is, how much she believes first-movers contribute in the leadership contingency).

Table 12: Summary Statistics of Beliefs Relevant to Social Expectations Concerns, Using Expec-
tations Instead of Social Expectations

In order to test for results analogous to those of social expectations concerns, we apply the

predictions from Hypothesis 6 using expectations instead of social expectations. Table 13 shows

the results substituting expectations instead of social expectations. The prediction that higher ex-

pectations in the leadership contingency results in a higher relative contribution in the leadership

contingency is fulfilled in the first two columns, but the coefficient is insignificant in the third. A

second prediction would have been that higher expectations in the non-leadership contingency re-

sults in a lower relative contribution in the leadership contingency. The evidence is significantly in

the opposite direction for this second prediction in the first two columns, and again is insignificant

in the third.

Table 14 performs the analogous exercise to test for Hypothesis 7b. The results are insignifi-

cant, although in the right direction.
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(1) (2) (3)
Donation Donation Donation

Leadership Cont. × Exp. of Non-Leadership Cont. 0.319∗ 0.319∗ 0.370
(0.131) (0.140) (0.294)

Leadership Cont. × Exp. of Leadership Cont. 0.241∗ 0.241∗ 0.256
(0.0958) (0.102) (0.161)

Dep Variable Mean 2.984 2.984 2.984
Observations 186 186 186
Clusters 93 93 93
R2 0.511 0.612 0.800
Controls for Socio-Demographics and Personality No Yes Yes
Controls for Beliefs No No Yes
The table reports the γ coefficient vector of model Contributioni,c = βLeadershipCi,c + δXi + γLeadershipCi,c ∗ Xi + φWi + εi. An
observation is a first-mover-contingency (i, c), and standard errors reported in parentheses are clustered at the subject level. The dependent variable
is the contribution contribution out of ten dollars. ‘Leadership Contingency’ is an indicator variable for the leadership contingency. ‘Expectation
in Leadership Contingency’ is the first-mover’s guess of the average contribution in the leadership contingency. ‘Expectation in Non-Leadership
Contingency’ is the first-mover’s guess of the average contribution in the non-leadership contingency. The Controls for Socio-Demographics and
Personality are age, gender, education, student status, economics major, number of past experiments, knowledge of the objective of Save the Children,
opinion on whether Save the Children fulfills its objective, a battery of questions about possible leadership contingencies, risk aversion and a battery of
questions about leadership personalities. The Controls for Beliefs are the first-mover’s beliefs of what second-movers contribute in the non-leadership
contingency, in the leadership contingency for every integer value of what the first-mover can contribute, and in the leadership contingency given what
she contributed.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 13: Expectations Yield Different Empirical Results Than Social Expectations Regarding
Contributions, And The Differences Are Less Consistent With The Hypotheses

C First-Mover’s Public Instructions and Screenshots

In this section we present the instructions as they were presented to the first-movers.

C.1 Considerations For Making The Instructions Clear

The introductory instructions explained that each person would make three divisions of one set of

ten dollars between themselves and a charity, and one of the choices would be selected at random

to be implemented. In order to facilitate comprehension, the instructions specified that each person

would divide their ten dollars in three contingencies described in different ‘boxes’, and that at the

end one of the boxes would be selected by the lottery. It was explained that whichever box was

selected by the lottery, the other two boxes became irrelevant for how the ten dollars were to be

divided. Each person was therefore encouraged to make each contribution as if it was the only

contribution they were making with those ten dollars. The introductory instructions also made

clear that their decisions were completely anonymous. At no point were subjects asked to enter or
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(1) (2) (3)
Leads By Leads By Leads By
Seeking Seeking Seeking
Primacy Primacy Primacy

Contribution Satisfies Expectations 0.149 0.241 0.322
(0.130) (0.137) (0.269)

Expectations in Leadership Contingency 0.0957∗∗ 0.114∗ 0.114
(0.0352) (0.0461) (0.0683)

Expectations in Non-Leadership Contingency -0.0327 -0.0742 -0.125
(0.0361) (0.0494) (0.0678)

Dep Variable Mean 0.471 0.471 0.471
Observations 68 68 68
R2 0.134 0.477 0.602
Controls for Socio-Demographics and Personality No Yes Yes
Controls for Beliefs No No Yes
The table reports the coefficient β of the model Yi = βXi + φWi + εi, restricted to subjects who con-
tributed the same amount in both contingencies, and with robust standard errors. The dependent variable
is an indicator variable equal to one if the first-mover leads by seeking primacy (that is, replicates the
leadership contingency). The independent variable is ‘Contribution Satisfies Expectations’, an indicator
variable equal to one if the first-mover’s contribution is weakly higher than her expectations in the leader-
ship contingency (that is, how much she believes first-movers contribute in the leadership contingency).
The regressions include controls for expectations in the leadership and non-leadership contingencies.
The Controls for Socio-Demographics and Personality are age, gender, education, student status, eco-
nomics major, number of past experiments, knowledge of the objective of Save the Children, opinion
on whether Save the Children fulfills its objective, a battery of questions about possible leadership con-
tingencies, risk aversion and a battery of questions about leadership personalities. The Controls for
Beliefs are the first-mover’s beliefs of what second-movers contribute in the non-leadership contingency,
in the leadership contingency for every integer value of what the first-mover can contribute, and in the
leadership contingency given what she contributed.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 14: Satisfying Expectations Does Not Predict Seeking Primacy Among Those Who Con-
tributed the Same Amount in Both Contingencies
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state their names.

When talking about a person in the role of a first-mover (second-mover), we referred to that

person as ‘Mr 1’ (‘Mr 2’). This label assigned a nominal male gender to the players in order

to make it easier to refer to them throughout the instructions (we tried alternative gender-neutral

versions but these required more convoluted language throughout the instructions and resulted

in lower comprehension). We piloted several alternatives. We avoided calling first-movers and

second-movers something more neutral like ‘Person 1’ and ‘Person 2’ because it made it harder to

understand who we referred to when we used possessive pronouns (‘his’). We avoided assigning

different genders to first-movers and second-movers in the instructions (e.g. ‘Mr 1’ and ‘Ms 2’)

because we were concerned that it would suggest some differential gender-specific stereotypes

about each position. Perhaps a better alternative, which had not occurred to us at the time, would

have been to assign genders to the roles, and to randomize which role received which gender in the

instructions.

A point was made to make everything that happened in the instructions of both contingencies

identical except for the timing of the announcement of the first-mover’s contribution to the second-

mover. It was explained that ‘Mr 2’ (the second-mover) would make his own contribution in both

contingencies.

To aid comprehension, we included simple visual timeliness for each contingency, examples

of which are shown in Figure 3. The top timeline is for the leadership contingency and the bottom

for the non-leadership contingency.

Figure 3: Timelines of the Leadership Contingency (Above) and Non-Leadership Contingency
(Below)
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C.2 First-Movers’ Public Instructions

In this section we present the instructions that were read out loud publicly to first-movers once they

were seated in front of their computers, but before the first instruction screen.

Public Instructions: The key you were given has a number on it. Before we begin, please take

a moment to type the number into the computer.

You are taking part in an experimental session. You may have noticed that there were two sign

up times for this session. That is because today’s session will take place in two rooms, with the

participants in each room beginning at different times. Please do not talk or try to communicate

with other participants during the session.

You are given 10 dollars. You will be asked to make three different decisions of how to divide

these 10 dollars. The three decisions will be described one after another in three boxes:

After you make your decisions, a lottery will select one of the boxes, giving equal chances to

each box. We will divide your ten dollars the way you decided in the box that was selected, and

we will do everything else described by the box. It is worth stressing that each decision you make

has an equal chance of being selected by lottery, and if it is selected the other decisions become

irrelevant for how we divide your ten dollars. Therefore, you will get the most out of each decision

by making it as if it were the only one you were making with your ten dollars.

In each decision you will be asked to divide the ten dollars between yourself and the East Africa

Food Crisis Relief Fund of Save the Children. Millions of people, many of them children, are at

risk in drought-stricken East Africa. Save the Children is a charitable organization providing food,

water, education, child care and more for children and families affected by the food crisis. Please

note that this study does not use deception, which means we are obligated to give the money you

decide to Save the Children. Save the Children will only be contacted by this study to give them the

amount of money you decide. The money will be given anonymously and without an explanation

of where it came from.
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Please pay attention to the instructions. It is normal and encouraged to read the instructions

more than once, as they contain several important details. The difference between the decisions

will be timing of when another participant will be told what you chose. If you have any questions,

please push the assistance button in front of you.

You will not use your name at any point during the session. You have been given a key and

assigned a cubicle by chance. With the key you have been given you will be able to open a locker

and collect your payment privately at the end of the session.

The rest of the instructions you will read privately on your computer screen.

The people in Room A will begin once you have all finished making your decisions.
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C.3 First-Movers’ Screenshots

In this appendix we include first-movers’ screenshots. Some screenshots have randomly filled in

answers so we could show how the answers affect future screens.

Figure 4: Input of Key Number
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Figure 5: Screen In Which Public Instructions Was Read Out Loud

Figure 6: First-Movers’ Introductory Screen Instructions
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Figure 7: First-Movers’ Questionnaire for Introductory Instructions (Answers Randomly Filled In)

Figure 8: First-Movers’ Questionnaire Answers for Introductory Instructions for First-Movers
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Figure 9: First-Movers’ Introductory First Allocation Screen

Figure 10: First-Movers’ Questionnaire for First Allocation (Answers Randomly Filled In)
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Figure 11: First-Movers’ Questionnaire Answers for First Allocation

Figure 12: Decision for First-Movers’ First Allocation (Answer Randomly Filled In)
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Figure 13: First-Movers’ Introductory Second Allocation Screen

Figure 14: First-Movers’ Questionnaire for Second Allocation (Answers Randomly Filled In)
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Figure 15: First-Movers’ Questionnaire Answers for Second Allocation

Figure 16: First-Movers’ Second Allocation Decision (Answer Randomly Filled In)
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Figure 17: Introductory Replication Decision Screen for First-Movers

Figure 18: Questionnaire for First-Movers’ Replication Decision (Answer Randomly Filled In)
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Figure 19: Questionnaire Answers for First-Movers’ Replication Decision
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Figure 20: Decision for First-Movers’ Replication Decision (Answer Randomly Filled In)
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Figure 21: Introduction To The Guessing Game For First-Movers
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Figure 22: First Part of Guessing Game For First-Movers
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Figure 23: Second Part of Guessing Game For First-Movers
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Figure 24: Introduction To The Second-Order Guessing Game For First-Movers
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Figure 25: First Part of Second-Order Guessing Game For First-Movers
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Figure 26: Second Part of Second-Order Guessing Game For First-Movers
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Figure 27: First-Movers Guess The Number Of Subjects In the Session
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Figure 28: First Part of First-Movers’ Socio-Demographic Questions
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Figure 29: Second Part of First-Movers’ Socio-Demographic Questions
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Figure 30: First-Movers’ Personality Questions
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Figure 31: First-Movers’ Announcement Of Randomly Selected Contingency
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Figure 32: Announcement To First-Mover Of What A Second-Mover Contributed. This Is Not
The First-Mover’s Own Second-Mover. This Announcement Was Made As Part Of the Study Of
Second-Movers.
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D Second-Mover’s Public Instructions and Screenshots

In this section we present the instructions as they were presented to the second-movers. Section

D.1 provides the instructions that were read out loud to second-movers once they were seated in

front of their computers, but before the first instruction screen. Section D.2 presents the screenshots

second-movers saw, for all treatments. Details of the second-movers’ treatments and an analysis of

their behavior can be found in the companion paper Fernández-Duque and Hiscox (forthcoming).

D.1 Second-Mover’s Public Instructions

In this section we present the instructions that were read out loud publicly to second-movers once

they were seated in front of their computers, but before the first instruction screen.

Public Instructions: The key you were given has a number on it. Before we begin, please take

a moment to type the number into the computer.

You are taking part in an experimental session. You may have noticed that there were two sign

up times for this session. That is because today’s session will take place in two rooms, with the

participants in each room beginning at different times. Please do not talk or try to communicate

with other participants during the session.

You are given 10 dollars. You will be asked to make a decision of how to divide these 10

dollars. In your decision you will be asked to divide the ten dollars between yourself and the East

Africa Food Crisis Relief Fund of Save the Children. Millions of people, many of them children,

are at risk in drought-stricken East Africa. Save the Children is a charitable organization providing

food, water, education, child care and more for children and families affected by the food crisis.

Please note that this study does not use deception, which means we are obligated to give the money

you decide to Save the Children. Save the Children will only be contacted by this study to give

them the amount of money you decide. The money will be given anonymously and without an

explanation of where it came from.

Please pay attention to the instructions. It is normal and encouraged to read the instructions
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more than once, as they contain several important details. If you have any questions, please push

the assistance button in front of you.

You will not use your name at any point during the session. You have been given a key and

assigned a cubicle by chance. With the key you have been given you will be able to open a locker

and collect your payment privately at the end of the session.

The rest of the instructions you will read privately on your computer screen.

The people in Room B began before you did. Once they have all finished making their deci-

sions, the program on your computer screen will display a button allowing you to proceed. If this

button is already on your screen, you can now proceed to the experiment.
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D.2 Second-Movers’ Screenshots

In this section we present the screenshots that second-movers saw on their computer screens. All

subjects saw the same screens in the order in which they are presented, except for the screens in

Figures 34, 35, and 36. These three screens varied by treatment. Details of these treatments can be

found in the companion paper Fernández-Duque and Hiscox (forthcoming).
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Figure 33: Second-Movers’ Introductory Slide, Prediction Of First-Mover
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Figure 34: Second-Movers’ Contribution Screen for Isolated Contributors
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Figure 35: Second-Movers’ Contribution Screen For Second-Movers With No Audience
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Figure 36: Second-Movers’ Contribution Screen For Second-Movers With An Audience
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Figure 37: Second-Movers’ Screen Explaining Rest Of Guessing Game
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Figure 38: Second-Movers’ Questionnaire Of Screen Explaining Rest Of Guessing Game
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Figure 39: Second-Movers’ Answers To Questionnaire Of Screen Explaining Rest Of Guessing
Game
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Figure 40: Second-Movers’ First Input Screen For Guessing Game
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Figure 41: Second-Movers’ Second Input Screen For Guessing Game
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Figure 42: Second-Movers’ Screen Explaining Second-Order Guessing Game
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Figure 43: Second-Movers’ First Input Screen For Second-Order Guessing Game
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Figure 44: Second-Movers’ Second Input Screen For Second-Order Guessing Game
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Figure 45: Second-Movers’ First Socio-Demographic Characteristics Screen
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Figure 46: Second-Movers’ Second Socio-Demographic Characteristics Screen
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Figure 47: Second-Movers’ Personality Screen
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Figure 48: Second-Movers’ Guess Number Of Subjects Screen
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